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Introduction
Naturally occurring fractures exist in virtually all rocks in outcrop or in the subsurface. However, if they occur in sufficient abundance and
physical characteristics, they can alter dramatically the fluid productivity of the reservoir units, Nelson (2001). Their effect on fluid flow of oil,
gas or water in the subsurface can be either positive or negative on productivity and recovery factor. Carbonate rocks like limestone and
dolomite and their associated compositional variations, make up a large portion of the number of productive fractured reservoirs around the
world. Natural fractures in carbonate reservoirs can have restricted distributions, such as bed-contained fractures within unconventional shale
reservoirs or can be distributed throughout the rock mass (Figure 1).
In the petroleum industry today, we quantify the distribution and effects of natural fractures in the subsurface in order to more accurately model
reservoir fluid flow and recovery over time using numerical reservoir simulation techniques. Done correctly, these numerical reservoir
simulations are best constrained by the creation of a Static Conceptual Fracture Model (SCFM), Nelson (2020). It consists of integration of all
reservoir fracture parameter distributions and physical characteristic aspects of the natural fracture system present.
This includes the number of fracture sets, fracture abundance, fracture orientations (with its’ inherent variation or dispersion), fracture width or
hydraulic aperture, fracture height and aspect ratio, fracture system connectedness, stratigraphic mechanical property distribution, and the insitu reservoir stress state, including reservoir fluid pressure, (Nelson, 2010).
Currently in the industry, the gridded Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) is the most common vehicle used in the process of turning a SCFM
into a proper reservoir simulation. They can be either deterministic (placement of features at specific locations) or stochastic (statistical
placement of features) depending on the level of constraint available in the SCFM. Construction of the DFN based on a SCFM can be done
with the aid of several existing service and exploration company computer programs.

This report focuses on just one of the above-mentioned input parameters in the construction of a SCFM and subsequent DFN used for reservoir
simulation. That parameter is the quantitative distribution of natural fracture abundance expressed as fracture spacing, or its reciprocal Fracture
Intensity (FI) including its’ distribution in three dimensions. That distribution is controlled by variation in subsurface stress and strain at the
time of fracturing and the mechanical properties of the rocks involved, Nelson (2001). The mechanical properties of the rocks are in turn
controlled by rock mineral composition, rock porosity or percentage of voids present, constitutive grainsize, and rock fabric (depositional and
diagenetic) which can create anisotropy in these properties. These in turn, are ultimately a function of the rocks Environment of Deposition
(EOD) and provenance. A subjective hierarchy of these rock variables, based on personal experience, is shown in Figure 2.
Indeed, especially in fractured carbonate reservoirs, mineral composition plays a large and often dominant role in controlling natural FI
variations, Nelson (2001). Considering compositional endmembers of limestone (calcite) and dolomite, large differences in FI of up to four
times (dolomite > limestone) in outcrop, core and borehole image logs (BHI) have been observed, and show pictorially in Figure 3; Sinclair,
(1980), Sun, (2001), Nelson and Serra (1995), Ward (1987) . This goes together with a similarly large difference in mechanical properties, like
Young’s Modulus (E) and Rigidity Modulus (G), where Modulus differences of two times occur between limestone and dolomite, with the
dolomite twice as stiff and strong as limestone; Suryakantra (2016), Nelson (2017). Many mixed carbonate compositions such as siderite,
ankerite, and others should fall between calcite and dolomite, but no mechanical or fracture data on intermediate mineral species or
compositional mixtures exist in any systematic way so far in the published literature. The rest of this report will address FI variations well-towell for individual carbonate reservoirs.
The purpose of this report is to provide quantitative examples of interpreted natural fracture intensity distributions to use as a guide in
constraining this parameter distribution from often limited observations during early modeling efforts. These examples are presented using data
from 11 carbonate-rich reservoirs, both conventional and unconventional. The basic data come from natural fracture interpretations of
subsurface core and borehole image logs. Each reservoir distribution comes from a separate producing area with measurements from a different
number of wells. The carbonate type and EOD of these rocks is shown in Table 1.
Data Acquisition
Fracture Interpretation in Core and Image Logs
Core
Fractures can be observed in subsurface hydrocarbon reservoirs from boreholes, including core and borehole image logs (BHI). The fractures
observed can be a mix of natural fractures related to current or past tectonic deformation, physical and chemical diagenetic alteration, as well as
induced fractures or those related to drilling practices, core handling, and altering the stress state the rock experienced in the subsurface,
(Kulander et al. ,1990). When describing fractures in core, the observer must separate those fractures that are naturally occurring in the
subsurface and those induced fractures that are generated by how we obtained and transported the core. Making this distinction is often difficult
and requires significant experience to do so consistently. All core-based natural fracture interpretations in this report were made by the first
author, R. A. Nelson, so no variation due to observer is present in the data. Guidelines for descriptions of this type can be found in Nelson

(2001), Kulander et al. (1990), Lorenz (1995), Lorenz et al. (1990), Lorenz and Hill (1991, 1992), Hanks et al (1997), McGinnis et al. (2015),
and Jamison (2016). The interpretive process reported in this manuscript is detailed in Nelson (2020), and Lorenz and Cooper (2018, and in
press).
Core observations allow for the direct determination of real or natural versus coring and handling induced fractures as well as the
characteristics of the natural fractures themselves, including fracture morphology, inhibition to cross flow if any, and fracture intersection
angles. Core exhibits a limited fracture size compared to outcrops, and to a lesser degree borehole image logs, but allows for detailed analysis
of the fracture planes themselves and their interaction. Core also allows for a form of unstressed fracture aperture measurement. With core we
can also tie FI directly to laboratory and log derived composition and mechanical properties. Even in fracture modeling projects dominated by
other data sources such as BHI Logs and seismic attributes, core-based fracture interpretations are needed to calibrate those larger scale
observations.
Borehole Image Logs
Over the last 30 years, bore hole image Logs (BHI) have surpassed core and outcrop-based data in the description of natural fractures in
reservoir units. Inherent in this change in data source is the scale of observation. Indeed, the BHI based data samples a larger size fracture than
what is typically observed in core, such that the BHI sees only a larger size and aperture of fractures. The size and resolution of natural
fractures does, indeed, vary substantially between the types of BHI tools, Nelson (2020). While it varies from log to log or unit to unit,
generally the BHI-based fracture intensities are only about 25% or less of that seen in core over the same intervals (Nelson, 2011 and 2020).
The BHI fracture data base in this report comes from several image log types and trademarked tools and was interpreted for fractures by
varying interpreters from either service or exploration companies. The number of interpreters and tools involved result in a natural fracture
database different in scale of observation and perhaps more variable in intensity compared to the core-based dataset. An in-depth description of
the types and characteristics of the various types of BHI tools is found in Nelson (2020).
Quantification of Natural Fracture Intensity
Given the fracture descriptions described above, observational fracture data is quantified from both cores and BHI. The measure used here is
Fracture Intensity (FI) or the number of fractures observed per length in the core or well log. In modeling terms this one-dimensional measure
of fracture intensity is termed the P10 measure. Other measures that can be used are fracture length per surface area measures (2-D, P21) and
fracture volume intensity measures (3-D, P32), Dershowitz and Herda (1992), and Mauldon and Dershowitz (2000).
In this reporting, the interpretations are recorded on a regular sample length basis (1-foot sample (30.48 cm) or 1-meter sample, etc.). A
Fracture Intensity Curve (FIC) is generated by applying a “box-car moving average” to the data string using a fixed sample height and
averaging window. Most often we use an 11-sample averaging window surrounding an individual sample. We can vary the sample height and
length of the averaging window to better match the shape of wire logs for the field. However, once chosen, the sample height and averaging
window chosen in an individual field or play, are not changed. Once created, we have a relatively large data base of fracture intensity measures

from either source. This data base can be analyzed statistically and grouped to represent results by stratigraphic unit, fracture type, and
orientation. While the FICs are important in depicting abundance variations along the wellbore, we can also generate statistical representations
for the FI data, documenting average, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, and skewness in the data.
An alternative, but equivalent, procedure for quantifying the fracture observations in a P10 mode from core and BHI sources uses distance
between observed natural fractures rather than numbers within equal sample intervals is detailed in Lorenz and Cooper (in press).
Results
The quantitative natural fracture data presented in this study allows creation of FI distribution functions and their statistical representation for
SCFM creation. Indeed, most DFN modeling programs require input of a full FI distribution with a reservoir in a producing field or they
require statistical characterization using minimum, most likely, and maximum values, as well as, a standard deviation of the distribution and the
program will create the complete distribution. By constructing fracture intensity distributions among wells in a field it is possible to generate
the FI distribution shapes and the population statistics needed to model this parameter effectively. The rock characteristics of the 11 carbonates
used in this compilation are given in Table 2. We present the distributions of average FI per producing reservoir per well and fit the
distributions with best-fit equations using Excel.
Results display natural fracture distributions in a reservoir unit per well based on a P10 measurement (#/ft) in the carbonates studied in this
report. The distributions are all best described using logarithmic best-fits algorithms, as judged by correlation coefficients (r2), Figure 4, Figure
5 and Figure 6. These figures show the compilation of all fracture FIs from both the core-based and BHI-based reservoirs studied (data source
does not vary within individual plots). This is consistent with results of (Massiot et al., 2015), where fracture apertures fit a power-law
distribution while fracture spacing fits a log-normal distribution. Similar distributions are reported in Segal and Pollard, (1983) and U.S
National, Committee for Rock Mechanics (1996). In this current data set, the distributions observed could in fact be power-law distributions,
but with one exception, the logarithmic fits give better r2 values due probably to the few high intensity points at the end of the distribution.
Interestingly, the logarithmic distribution applies for both of this report’s data sources (all core or all BHI) even though the core database is
considered more robust than the BHI database. Therefore, modeling of similar carbonate reservoirs with limited observations of natural fracture
spacing or intensity (P10) can logically use logarithmic fits to project full potential intensity distributions. Compilation of these distribution fits
are shown in Table 2. The distribution equations from Table 2 are plotted together for all reservoirs studied in Figure 7a and discriminated by
core versus BHI data sets in Figure 7b.
Discussion and Application
Results presented allow for predictions or constraints useful in selecting natural fracture distributions for input into a SCFM from which a DFN
can be generated for numerical simulation of reservoir performance through time. Firstly, we present well constrained data sets for 11
carbonate reservoirs, all of which have been best-fit using logarithmic functions. Several curve types were applied to the data using Excel, but
in all but one case the Logarithmic fit displayed the best correlation coefficients or r2 values. In that one outlier the two coefficients were very

similar. A modeler could choose to extrapolate FI data from a limited number of wells in a field using similar generalized log functions or use
one of the individual best-fit curves presented here to apply to their petrologically or petrophysically similar reservoir. This could be done using
results of this report with constraint of either independent core data or BHI data.
Conclusions
Based on results of this study, the following conclusions are made:
1)

Eleven carbonate sections were interpreted for natural fractures from either core or borehole image logs. From these, distributions of per
well measured average fracture intensity were all best fit with logarithmic trend lines, all with correlation coefficients above 0.9.

2)

Results of analyses of these distribution functions can be used to help constrain fracture abundance and its variation from limited data
when constructing Static Conceptual Fracture Models for input into numerical reservoir simulations. This can be done by applying the
generated algorithms directly, or by applying general logarithmic trends to limited existing data. The distribution equations can be
applied to the same reservoir units from a different location or to reservoir units petrologically and petrophysically like the ones studied
in this report.

3)

In general, while core and image log natural fracture interpretations are quite different in scale of observation and fracture numbers,
fracture distributions in both display similar forms of logarithmic distributions.
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Figure 1. Outcrop examples of two types of generalized natural fracture distribution in carbonate rocks encountered in the subsurface. (a)
Natural fractures occur within isolated strong, stiff layers (Ls = limestone) encased in relatively unfractured encasing units (Carb Sh =
carbonate-rich shale), photo of Eagle Ford Shale outcrop, after Schöpher et al. (2011). (b) Natural fractures developed throughout the rock
mass, with the fracture intensity varying by rock type. Photo is of an outcrop of the Big Horn Dolomite (Dolo)/Madison Limestone (Ls), with
the contact indicated by the double green line.

Figure 2. A schematic histogram showing the subjective strength of petrologic factors that control the rocks mechanical properties and resultant
natural fracture intensity, this distribution is based on the subjective experience of the first author of this report.

Figure 3. An outcrop view of natural fold-related tectonic fractures surrounding the contact of the Madison Limestone and the underlying Big
Horn Dolomite in the Sawtooth Mountains of Western Montana. There is a great difference in mechanical properties and Fracture Intensity
across the contact with the stiffer and stronger dolomite having much higher Fracture Intensity.

Figure 4. BHI-based natural Fracture Intensity distributions (P10) for four Shuaiba A and B carbonate reservoirs from the Middle East. The
wells are “ordered” by fracture intensity from largest to smallest. All are “best fit” using logarithmic distribution functions. Each FI per well
distribution represents a different number of wells or observations. Included correlation coefficients are high for all examples.

Figure 5. Natural Fracture Intensity distributions (P10) for four carbonate reservoirs similar in form to Figure 4. The wells are “ordered” by
fracture intensity from largest to smallest. Two plots are based on core measures (Lodgepole from the western U.S. and Najmah/Sargelu from
the Middle East); while two are based on BHI measures (Grosmont from western Canada and La Luna from Venezuela). All four are best fit
with logarithmic distributions with 0.90 or higher correlation coefficients.

Figure 6. Natural Fracture Intensity distributions (P10) for three carbonate reservoirs similar in form to Figure 4. The wells are “ordered” by
fracture intensity from largest to smallest. All three (Eagle Ford, Middle Bakken, and Three Forks) are based on core measures and are from the
western U.S. All have logarithmic fits to the data with correlation coefficients greater than 0.96.

Figure 7. Compilations for the best-fit curves from Table 2 shown in graphical form. (a) Color coded by individual reservoir. Note that the two
curves showing the highest FI are from areas that experienced multiple periods of deformation and the single highest is a dolomite reservoir.
(b) Color coded by data source, core in red and BHI in blue. The BHI-based data display a lower number of fractures per foot than core-based
observations.

Table 1. A listing of the reservoir units studied in this report along with their age, possible Environment of Deposition (EOD), and generalized
lithology.

Table 2. The “fit-parameters” and accompanying curve equations for the 10 reservoirs presented in Figure 4 through Figure 6. The fits are in
some cases for the top 20 Intensity wells.

